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While our projects vary, all are governed by the following principles:

**Welfare:** Provide pure plant-based meals to anyone who is disadvantaged, malnourished, a victim of disaster.

**Hospitality:** Revive the ancient Vedic culture of spiritual hospitality, teaching through example that spiritual equality exists among all beings.

**Non-Violence:** Reduce the number of animals slaughtered for food by giving as many people as possible the higher taste of “karma-free” plant-based meals.

**Health:** Teach the value of plant-based meals for improving the health of the body and mind.

**Education:** Educate others on the art and science of food yoga as an integral part of consciousness development.

**Animal Advocacy:** Support animal rescue projects as a powerful way to demonstrate the equality of all life through direct experience.
2020 ACHIEVEMENTS

$220,300K RAISED

An increase of $184,540 from 2019.

27 NEW AFFILIATES

We welcomed 27 new partners that meet the standards for prasadam food distributed to those in need in 2020.

518,659,200 MEALS SERVED

Our partners served 518,659,200 meals to people across 60 countries.

NOTABLE ACHIEVEMENTS

Hurricane Eta Support - Food for Life delivered vegan samosas and sweetbreads to a dining room that serves about 200 needy people daily in support of those affected by Hurricane Eta.

COVID Support - London affiliate Food For All increased its daily distribution from 2,200 prasadam meals to 4,100 a day to support individuals affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.
WHERE WE WORK

IN 2020, WE WORKED WITH 240 AFFILIATES IN OVER 60 COUNTRIES ALL OVER THE WORLD.
Our Community of Supporters

Donors

Roughly 619 Food for Life supporters donated around 1100 times in 2020.

Monthly Donors

A dedicated group of 38 donors contributed monthly and raised $10,959 to fight hunger.

Private Donors

A dedicated group of donors that selects specific projects or operations fees to cover in association with their donation.

Fundraisers

Volunteer campaigners fight to end hunger largely through Facebook fundraisers. In 2020, there were 54 campaigns that raised $5776.

OmGuarantee Brand Partners

OmGuarantee brand partners contribute to Food for Life on a per-product-sold basis. We welcomed 20 new brand partners in 2020.
TOTAL RAISED
$220,300

WE INVESTED

$85,865 for free meals
$13,297 for partner project expenses
$64,612 for operating expenses
$13,296 in fundraising expenses

NET ASSETS

2020: $40,477